Large arrays of superconducting devices
Clarence Chang

Intersections between
Nuclear Physics and
Quantum Information
Argonne National Laboratory, 28–30 March 2018

Cosmology

Cosmology

Also predicts relic
abundance of photons
Adapted from an image by E. Vangioni, Institut d'Astrophysique de Paris

Discovery of the Cosmic Microwave Background (CMB)
Arno Penzias & Robert Wilson in
front of the 20 ft Bell Labs antenna
used to discover the microwave
background in 1965

“Smoking Gun” evidence
for the Big Bang

CMB: from prediction to tool

•

Detect anisotropy!

•

Superhorizon scales

•

Small 1e-5.

Can see entire early universe.
Understanding content limited by
fidelity of measurement.
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•

Radiation at all
frequencies (broadband)

•

At all frequencies, higher
(lower) temperature gives
more (less) intensity

•

Turn it around: at a given
frequency, measuring
intensity measures the
temperature

•
•
•
•

Point at spot in sky
Measure flux
Move to new target
Repeat
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Superconducting QUantum Interference Device
•

Flux quantization

•

Josephson effect

Fundamental limits of CMB measurement
•

Uncertainty on measured photon power in time, τ

Jonas Zmuidzinas
Applied Optics, Vol. 42, Issue 25, pp. 4989-5008 (2003)

Background
‘Moore’s limited
Law’detectors
for Sensitivity
•

and Mappin

Phonon noise:
σG = 4kBGT2;
subdominant
with T~0.5K
Ground
Space

BLIP – CMB Ground
BLIP – CMB Space

Plot from Jonas Zmuidzinas

Need lots of detectors!

The South Pole
Telescope (SPT)
10-meter sub-mm quality
wavelength telescope
95, 150, 220 GHz and
1.6, 1.2, 1.0 arcmin resolution

2007: SPT-SZ
960 detectors
95,150,220 GHz

2012: SPTpol
1600 detectors
95,150 GHz
+Polarization

2017: SPT-3G
~16,000 detectors
95,150,220 GHz
+Polarization

Funded By:
Funded by:

1. Antenna couples to free
space radiation field.
Separates polarizations
2. Transition to low loss
superconducting microstrip.
3. Cross-overs manage
topology.
4. Triplexer lumped element
filters channelize signal into
three bands.
5. Power dissipated on
suspended island.
6. Thermally measured by
TES. Tune thermal circuit to
manage feedback stability.
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Figure 1.5: The polarization pattern on the sky can be characterized in terms of a scalar
(E) and a pseudo-scalar (B) field [63, 128]. E and B diﬀer in their behaviour under parity
transformation: B changes sign while E does not. This can be seen in the figure above.
The E patterns when reflected about the vertical axis do not change while the B patterns
change handedness. The E-B decomposition is a linear transformation of the Q-U (Stoke’s
parameters [60]) fields on the sky. This transformation is invertible, and makes E and B
invariant under translation or rotations of the sky coordinate system. These conditions
imply the transformation must be non local [127]. The values of E and B at a point Θ in
the sky are computed by averaging the (Qr , Ur ) Stoke’s parameters defined based on the
radial directions about Θ. The averages of Qr construct E, and averages of Ur construct
B. The weight along circles centered at Θ should be constant, but each circle is typically
weighted by the inverse of its radius. The CMB polarization is expected to generate zero
circular polarization; hence the Stoke parameter V is zero.
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Lensing

EE

BB

•

Primordial features - inflation

•

Acoustic features - “dark sector” (light dark matter, new light
degrees of freedom)

•

Lensing features - measures large scale structure, neutrino mass

turbations are
hed out on
es smaller than
trino freeaming scale

T /m

Lensing and Neutrino
mass
Neutrinos only particle
acts as radiation early,
(warm, smooth) matter late

•

More mass slows down
structure formation, less
lensing

CDM, baryons

1/H

Λ (dark energy)

nt upper bounds from
are WMAP: mnu < 1.3
WMAP+BAO+H0: mnu <
eV

•

photons

neutrinos
0.5 eV
0.05 eV
0 eV

∑mν = 100 meV → 5%

Neutrino mass
•

Complements
measurements of neutrino
mass from Tritium end
point (beta decay)

Fermion mass mechanisms

Fermion mass mechanisms

0νββ

496

Avignone, Elliott, and Engel: Double beta decay, Majorana neu

tope# and be s
scale region "%

• The !!"0"# so
active contam

• The proposal
nology for the

FIG. 5. The distribution of the sum of electron energies for
!!"2"# "dotted curve# and !!"0"# "solid curve#. The curves
were drawn assuming that %0" is 1% of %2" and for a 1 − &
energy resolution of 2%.

• A small dete
grounds, whic
also minimize
the shield vo
small volume
source is also
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shielding of a

dramatic progress in our ability to compensate for highmomentum physics that is cut out !see, e.g., Bogner et al.

• Though expe
provides a go
in a "usually#

CUPID (CUORE Upgrade with Particle ID)
CUORE (currently operating)
•

CUPID upgrade targets inverted
hierarchy
1

〈mββ〉 (eV)

•

~1 ton of TeO2 cooled to ~6
mK

〈mββ〉 (eV)

•

Current limits
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Background rejection is critical
CUPID

Target enrichment
CUORE

GERDA

Alduino, C., Alfonso, K., Artusa, D.R. et al. Eur. Phys. J. C (2017) 77: 543.

Discriminate between bulk and surface events by
measuring Cherenkov light with a 2nd detector

Target

arXiv:1610.03513
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Tc suppression in Gold/Iridium/Gold Trilayers
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Tc suppression in Iridium/Platinum Bilayers
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First bolometric signals using Ir/Pt TES

34

First bolometric signals using Ir/Pt TES
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Superconducting
technology

Cosmology

Address challenge of superconducting materials, complex fabrication
and scaled production via multidisciplinary lab expertise and facilities

HEP

Fabrication

C. Chang
J. Carlstrom
Integration
V. Yefremenko
G. Wang
A. Bender
F. Carter
CNM S. Padin MSD
Materials
R. Divan
V. Novosad
C. Miller
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L. Stan
J. Ding
D. Czaplewski
C. Posada
V. Kutepova
T. Khaire

People: CNM, MSD, HEP
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Facilities

Lots of overlap with superconducting QI
technology

•

qubits

•

JPA

•

SNSPD

OUTLOOK
•

Lots of interesting CMB science yet to come
•

Inflation, dark sector, neutrino mass

•

Large arrays of superconducting detectors drive the field

•

At Argonne, we’re building up inter-disciplinary teams to address the
challenge. Leveraging to pursue new directions like NLDBD.

•

Superconducting devices are a core part of QIS technologies. Lots of
overlap and opportunity.

Credit: A. Lowitz

